Matchmaking

**Video:** Simple white envelopes contain the culmination of dreams for HMS students on Match Day.
MORE »

In a Fix

**Video:** A new way to see DNA double-strand break repair is uncovering insights into diseases, gene editing and chemotherapy.
MORE »

Infection Injection

Discovery of a key step in how the diarrheal pathogen *Shigella* delivers proteins may help target several bacterial infections.
MORE »

Featured Events

03.22.16 **Leadership Forum: Population Health and Academic Health Systems.** Bldg. C., Cannon Rm., 12:30 p.m.

03.22.16 **Longwood Seminar: A Better Ending—A new beginning for the end of life.** NRB, Martin Conf. Ctr., 6 p.m.

Full Calendar

Awards & Recognitions

Dean’s Blog

Harvard Medicine magazine

Paper Chase

Harvard Health Publications

A Thousand Words

Art inspired by medicine can reveal the beauty in daily clinical practice and lead to improved patient care.